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The program of the XIII edition of RemTech Expo is enriched with new drivers related to seismic risk, 
knowledge, planning and mitigation. Experts talked about it at the GEOSISMICA Scientific Technical 
Committee meeting! 
 
RemTech Expo is enriched by moments of wide sharing of knowledge, know-how, excellence and 
opportunities for growth and business and it does so through the thematic segment of the Geosismic 
event.  
On February 15th, at the headquarters of the Emilia Romagna Region in Rome, the Scientific Technical 
Committee of the Geosismic thematic segment met, with the coordination of Eng. Gianluca Loffredo and 
the exclusive co-management of Dr. Valerio Comerci of the Ispra Institute for Environmental Protection 
and Research. 
Representatives of the Institutions, the Ministry of Infrastructures, Ispra, INGV, Enea, Ance, Anci, 
Reconstruction Agencies, Invitalia, Alig, Alta Scuola, GBC Italia, Aist, National Councils of Professional 
Associations, University, of course, Emilia-Romagna Region,  acquevenete, AIMAG, Deloitte, Alma CIS, 
Garc, G & P. Intech, ArchLivIng were present at the table.  
This year Geoseismic program will introduce elements of strong relevance regarding the themes of 
infrastructures and networks, therefore bridges, tunnels and dams with examples of monitoring and best 
practices, Sismabonus and Ecobonus, liquefaction, state of reconstruction in Central Italy. 
There will also be good practices, narrated directly by the protagonists, research projects, technological 
innovations and articulations that will be developed in the context of the lighthouse conferences dedicated 
to the knowledge of the territory, the General States of Geology on the topics of investigations and 
interpretation of the subsoil and the General States of Land Engineering. 
The panel of activities is enriched by the Awards dedicated to virtuous projects and excellences with prizes 
and special mentions in the logic of an inclusive and rewarding program that aims to enhance and above all 
to replicate best practices. 
 
"Ispra has always worked in a network with other institutions and considers the comparison to be of 

fundamental importance. Private Public. For this reason I am particularly dear to participate in this 

Scientific Technical Committee "opens the discussion Valerio Comerci of Ispra, “In Italy an incredibly high 

number of bridges is a municipal competence. Important resources would be needed for inspection 

activities and a detailed plan for the evaluation of works of art”, add Antonio Tralli of Ferrara University. 

The training of local administrators is a key theme for Marco Iachetta of Anci “This is an important test for 

administrators, which is why we need specific training on these issues. A cycle of seminars and the sharing 

of a short handbook, also through the Anci network, could be among the first actions to be put in place ". 
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Also the scientific coordinator Gianluca Loffredo looks to the next objectives "To share a position paper 

and then draw up an impact report to decode the economic, environmental and social impacts. A document 

of national importance can certainly be produced from this authoritative audience ". 

The day closes with the full consent of the participants, the purpose of growth and the launching of 
immediate actions aimed at building a proactive panel, expanding the players to the comparison table in 
the logic of inclusion and sharing, focal characteristics of circular development and territorial and social 
progress. 
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